
THESIS SUGGESTIONS

List of Thesis Topics (BA & MA). For the completion of their course of study, students of economic science can complete
their thesis papers with the chair for.

We hope to hear from the interest during May  Provide historical research of brutalism in New York and
discuss how it affects modern architecture. The following topics can help you create a high-quality research
proposal. Sex education is more stressful to teachers than students. How changes of oil prices affect the
economics of the USA and other countries in the world. Obtaining useful knowledge for making better
decisions to improve business performance is not a trivial task. Changes in holidays destinations in the s: a
comparison of the USA and Canada Demonstrate what changes in preferences were documented in these
countries, what destinations were more or less popular. Present outcomes of burnout decreased performance
and concentration, lousy workplace environment and illustrate how it affects hospitals on a more significant
scale. Ethnic differences and their impact on brand perception This research can review the types of products
that target White or Black Americans specifically. Health benefits of lipids- How Lipids reserve energy and
help in the formation of cell membranes? Providing effective techniques for designing scalable, elastic, and
autonomic multitenant database systems is critical and challenging tasks. Collect several articles about the
issue and using their conclusions show how depression causes preterm births. Therefore, the queries recorded
in the query logs for completing various OLAP tasks may be reusable. Analyzing critical security
vulnerabilities in IT systems used at the government level Does curbing software piracy in developing
countries have any negative results? Therefore, this project is to develop and create new techniques and novel
algorithms to extract reliable and useful information from massive, distributed and large-scale data
repositories. Using several classes lower, middle, and upper , discuss the preferences of American households.
Adult graduate difficulties with learning technologies. To what extent can reality television be disempowering
for students? When choosing your topic, be sure to consider the resources at you can use for your research.
Topic 3: Top-k queries in uncertain big data Effectively extracting reliable and trustworthy information from
Big Data has become crucial for large business enterprises. Nutrition develops immunity system- This topic
promises a lot of scope. A negative impact of global warming on weather conditions in Iceland Discuss how
tourism in Iceland is affected by these changes. The expected results will be used to recommend forthcoming
queries to help decision makers with data analysis. Students are more likely to do homework given by
good-looking professors. Cardiometabolic syndrome-This is directly linked to nutrition as there are certain
components in food which induces this syndrome.


